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A diagnostic classification of Borderline subgroups was 

developed for the purpose of reducing the current ambiguities 

existing in the range of pathologies between the psychoses 

and neuroses. This classification is a questionnaire of 

forty items and is intended to be used in treatment settings 

as a measure of object relations, i.e., of ego development 

and arrest. The criteria which define the Borderline sub-

groups were derived from the normative developmental data of 

Mahler, Pine, and Bergman (1975). In Experiment I, raters 

used the Mahler criteria as operational definitions of the 

developmental stages and sorted 180 items taken from 

Benjamin's structural Analysis Social Behavior (SASB) 

into the four Mahler substages. Those items which were 

reliably sorted eight out of nine times into the same Mahler 

stage or substage were retained as critical items to be 

administered in Experiment II to three groups of subjects. 

These groups consisted of nineteen schizophrenic inpatients, 

eighteen outpatients, and twenty nonpsychiatric volunteers. 

These subjects rated each item of the SASB questionnaire on 

a scale of 0 to 100; means for each type of psychiatric group 



according to sex were submitted to a repeated measures 

2 (sex) X 3 (group) X 4 (Mahler substage) Analysis of 

Variance. Results indicate that hypotheses of the study 

are generally supported: (a) higher developmental stages 

of object relations for normals occurred than for outpatients 

or inpatients and (b) a reverse trend demonstrating signifi-

cantly earlier developmental levels occurred for inpatients 

than for normals or outpatients. Support was also estab-

lished for Benjamin's Structural Analysis of Social Behavior 

(SASB) which is proposed to measure relative amounts of 

attachment and autonomy present within each Mahler substage. 
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A PSYCHOANALYTIC DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY APPROACH TO THE 

CLASSIFICATION OF SEPARATION-INDIVIDUATION IN THE ADULT 

For the past 50 years, an extensive body of literature 

has been developing which seeks to document the nature and 

pervasiveness of the borderline condition (Gunderson & Singer, 

1975; Horticollis, 1977; Liebowitz, 1979; Perry & Klerman, 

1978; Shapiro, 1978). So controversial, however, have been 

the phenomenological and theoretical conceptualizations that 

the borderline category has never been consensually vali-

dated (Spitzer, Endicott, & Gibbon, 1979). Prior to the 

third edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 

Mental Disorders (DSM III) in 1980, the American Psychiatric 

Association's Task Force on Nomenclature and Statistics 

(Spitzer et al., 1979) demonstrated significant agreement 

among clinicians when applying descriptive criteria to case 

material, and two categories, the Borderline Personality 

Disorder and Schizotypal Personality, were reliably dif-

ferentiated from nonborderline patients. The operational 

definitions which they proposed constitute the current 

criteria published in the DSM III for these two diagnostic 

categories. The task force concluded, however, that its 

study presents "strong evidence that the borderline concept 

is not unitary . . . consisting of at least (these) two 

major dimensions within a borderline group" (Spitzer et al., 

1979, p. 23). 
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It is the purpose of this research to investigate a 

classification scheme which will further reduce the present 

ambiguities of the borderline concept by separating the 

syndrome into a continuum of subgroups. Criteria defining 

these borderline subgroups will be derived from normative 

developmental data. Using these criteria, a screening 

device which assesses behaviors characterizing developmental 

arrest and success will be suggested as a diagnostic tool 

to differentiate borderline subgroups from nonborderline 

subjects. 

To accomplish this investigation, the material to 

follow is organized into four major sections. The first 

incorporates several reviews of various theoretical concepts. 

An overview of the origin and development of the borderline 

concept and the consequent complexities of this diagnostic 

issue are presented. Next is a review of theory construction 

in psychonanalytic developmental psychology, incorporating 

an attempt to demonstrate that psychoanalytic theory, 

reflecting the Einsteinian Zeitgeist of our times, has 

outgrown the Newtonian reductionism of Freud's hydraulic. 

model but has yet retained Freud's pioneering emphasis upon 

formative relationships. The oedipal complex of family 

interactions, and the derivative behaviors observed in adults 

as transference phenomena, culminate today in "object relations 

theory" or "ego psychology." These terms are defined 

throughout this study as the psychoanalytic approach to the 



internalization of interpersonal relations (Kernberg, 

1971). Following this review is a discussion of the 

normative developmental data of the major theorist Margaret 

Mahler which applies her findings to the clinical diagnosis 

of borderline conditions. The measure predicted as having 

diagnostic utility for screening borderline pathology, the 

Structural Analysis of Social Behavior (Benjamin, 1974) is 

then discussed. This measure is derived from interpersonal 

theory, and, therefore, a brief review of the theory and 

the rationale for employing an interpersonal measure in 

psychoanalytic developmental research is presented. The 

hypotheses of this research follow and are a logical appli-

cation of the preceeding discussion. The second major 

section proposes a method to test these hypotheses, whereas 

the results and discussion of this method follow in the 

third and fourth major sections. 

Overview of the Origin and Development of the Borderline 

Concept 

The Borderline Personality Disorder is currently 

considered by psychoanalytic developmental psychologists 

to be an arrest in certain developmental stages. This 

concept has been empirically demonstrated by Mahler (Mahler, 

Pine, & Bergman, 1975) and elaborated by Blanck and Blanck 

(1974,* 1979) , Greenspan (1981) , Horner, (1978) , Kernberg 

(1967), Kohut (1971), Masterson (1978), and Kinsley (1977). 

Definitive criteria for inclusion into the syndrome, however, 



have been a subject of controversy since Edward Glover (1932) 

first introduced the term to classify a relatively homogeneous 

group of addictive disorders "with one foot in the psychoses 

and the other in the neuroses" (p. 841). In 1938, Stern 

extended the category to a broader range of pathology, and, 

subsequently, it evolved from a line demarcating the 

neutoric-psychotic border to a "vast territory with no 

sharp divisions, a no-man's land between sanity and insanity" 

(Green, 1977, p. 16). The extensive body of descriptive 

literature contributed during the 1940's and 1950's (Perry 

& Klerman, 1978) includes no empirical studies, and only one 

in the 1960's (Grinker, Werble, & Dryre, 1968), and according 

to Knight (1953), conveys only that the patient was sick but 

not frankly psychotic. That the term "border line" demon-

strates clinical utility is apparent by its continued, 

extensive, but unofficial, usage (Green, 1977). That it 

remains scientifically unreliable and invalid is attested 

(Spitzer et al., 1979) by exclusion from the first and 

second editions of the official classification of mental 

disorders of the American Psychiatric Association, the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, I and 

21 (1951; 1968). 

With the publication of DSM XIX, however, the descrip-

tive rubric "Borderline" became an official nomenclature on 

the grounds that a significantly large group of clinicians 

believes in its clinical importance (Spitzer et al,, 1979) 



and because the American Psychiatric Association Task Force 

on Nomenclature and Statistics made the necessary effort 

to operationally define denotative, discriminatory criteria 

prerequisite to its inclusion. DSM III has not, however, 

resolved the obscurities and contradictions of the border-

line conditions that have been noted in recent reviews 

(Gunderson & Singer, 1975; Liebowitz, 1979; Perry & 

Klerman, 1978; Shapiro, 1978). Within these reviews it is 

described variously as a syndrome (Grinker et al., 1968; 

Masterson, 1972; Rinsley, 1977), a state (Knight, 1953; 

Mack, 1975; Wenshel, 1966), a personality organization 

(Kernberg, 1967, 1971; Spitzer et al., 1979), or a failure 

of the separation-individuation process (Mahler et al., 

1975; Pine, 1979). On a severity continuum, "borderline" 

is also conceptualized as a point between character dis-

orders and neuroses (Horner, 1978), between character 

disorders and psychoses (Carpenter, Gunderson, & Strauss, 

1977), or on a continuum of disordered ego functioning 

(Blanck & Blanck, 1979; Mahler et al., 1975). Further, 

Perry and Klerman's (1978) review of four comprehensive 

borderline conceptualizations (Grinker et al., 1968; 

Gunderson & Singer, 1975; Kernberg, 1967; Knight, 1953) 

finds little agreement among criteria encompassing, mental 

status, history, interpersonal relationships, defense 

mechanisms, or personal functioning, and they conclude that 

the borderline concept is either a syndrome not consensually 
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Literature Review of Theory Construction in Psychoanalytic 

Developmental Psychology 

According to Rappaport (1959), the evolution of psycho-

analytic developmental psychology (also known as ego 

psychology or object relations theory) is inherent in the 

entire history of psychoanalysis. Hartmann (1936) summarized 

the difference between the early and late writings of Freud 

to be the shifting emphasis from in instinctual theory to 

a structural theory. Beginning with Freud's earlier sexual 

trauma theory and tracing its revision to the theory of 

infantile sexuality (1905), one based on fantasized versus 

real trauma, Hartmann emphasized Freud's parallel development 

of those defensive processes which counter the instinctual 

drives. In the now classic Interpretation of Dreams (1900), 

Freud elaborates these defensive processes to include 

secondary process thinking, an adaptive and automatic ego 

function which assimilates memory traces into thought and 

trial action. Structural theory was formalized by Freud in 

1923, and the id, ego, and superego were proposed to be in 

dynamic interaction within and across topographic conscious, 

preconscious, and unconscious levels. Hartmann, considered 

to be the father of ego psychology, logically extended 

Freud's structural theory by postulating an "undifferentiated 

matrix" from which both ego and id arise in the human psyche. 

The significance of this development is the assumption, not 

just of id-drives, but of innate ego factors which Hartmann 
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termed the "conflict—free sphere" of the ego. Included in 

this sphere are such apparatuses as perception, memory, 

intention, object comprehension, thinking, language, and 

information processing. Hartmann's focus on the ego as the 

adaptive organizer of psychological life was revolutionary, 

in that he changed psychoanalytic theory from a psycho-

pathology to a normal developmental psychology. On this 

reconstruction the work of other personality theorists 

prospered, and Freudian structural theory became a psycho-

dynamic science of the ego in relationships. In England, 

this occurred first through the work of Melanie Klein (1932) 

who focused on children's fantasies of the relating mother 

and subsequently postulated two defensive "positions" 

intrinsic to both the developing infant and all ensuing 

relationships. The first position she termed the paranoid 

position, in which the infant feels persecuted by those 

with whom he or she is in relationship. To account for this 

process, Klein employed Freud's Thanatos, or death instinct, 

with the infant's attendant, inherent fear of destruction 

projected outward onto the caretaker who is then subsequently 

introjected by the infant as a persecuting, "bad" object. 

The second position, the depressive position, has to do with 

the guilt and depression experienced when the child discovers 

that it can hurt those he or she has become capable of 

loving. Although Klein's metaphysical assumptions regarding 

the Thanatos impulse remain quite controversial, object 



relations theory has subsumed the clinically observable 

phenomena of projection and introjection as modes of ego 

development. In this mode, the ego is not only viewed as 

relating to its own mental representations (introjects) of 

the good or bad object (Guntrip, 1973; Horner, 1978; 

Kernberg, 1967; Masterson, 1972), but also as proceeding 

developmentally from primitive to higher levels of ego 

structure in accordance with the quality of object relations 

available. 

To Klein's two defensive positions, Fairbairn (1954) 

added a third, the schizoid position, which is manifested 

by detachment and withdrawal from a relationship. The 

significance of these three "positions" is that they 

characterize interpersonal styles of relating, with the ego 

as subject impelled toward a significant other as object. 

Thus, these defensive positions represent a major departure 

from Freudian structural theory in which the ego functions 

as an intrapsychic mediator between id and superego forces. 

The interpersonal emphasis was further developed by 

Fairbairn (1954) who eliminated entirely the "id" construct 

as the unconscious reservoir of primitive impulses and who 

proposed instead', the defense mechanism of "splitting." 

Splitting is a dissociating process arising from the 

neonate's normally accumulating storehouse of memories, 

believed to initially be noncoalesced memory islands of 

experience. When these continue to be maintained as 
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separate, unintegrated components because of painful affects, 

the splitting defense is said to occur. Arising from 

inadequate mothering, components of the split-object were 

postulated by Fairbairn to be (a) a desirable, exciting 

mother, (b) a hated, rejecting mother, and (c) an emotionally 

neutral, idealized mother. The parallel splits in the 

child's ego he viewed as the libidinal (or hungry) ego, 

the hostile (or rejecting) ego, and a central ego, conforming 

in the hope of approval. The unconscious becomes that part 

of the ego where emotionally disturbing aspects of both 

object and ego have been split off and repressed. 

Under the influence of Fairbairn, who (along with 

Hartmann) is considered to be the most systematic object 

relations theorist (Guntrip, 1971), the ego evolved from 

Freud's oedipal, conflict-based sexuality theory to a deficit 

theory of sexuality. In this latter theory, adults who 

lack a sense of sexual reciprocity, i.e., who do not possess 

an internal balance between attachment and autonomy, are 

seen as deficient in terms of ego structure. Psychopathology 

was consequently defined by Fairbairn as emotional delay on 

a developmental continuum, even though (in Hartmann's 

sense) the conflict-free sphere of ego functions might 

achieve an adult potential. Thus, it can be seen that 

within ego psychology, the conceptualization of a splitting 

mechanism, and resulting introjects of the good and bad 

mother, has been viewed as contributing to the etiology 

of borderline conditions for the past 3 decades. 
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To Fairbairn's theory of "splitting" Winnicott (1965, 

1968) added what one textbook of child psychiatry (Dare, 

1976) terms a "poetic" evocation of child development and 

maternal experience. As a pediatrician-psychoanalyst for 

40 years at the Paddington Hospital, London, Winnicott had 

a unique opportunity to study mother-child pairs. Throughout 

his extensive career, he endeavored to present in nontech-

nical terminology the preverbal experiences of the individual. 

Ego psychology today is permeated with Winnicott's des-

criptive homilies, such as "the good-enough mother," to 

describe the adequacy, but also the humanness, of finite 

mothering; "the nursing couple," a warm reference to the 

symbiotic infant-mother dyad? "the facilitating environment," 

which refers to a positive relationship of the mother to 

the infant's father and the widening social circle; the 

"transitional object," i.e., the blanket or toy (which 

represents her) that the mother gives the infant and which 

rescues the anxious infant; and the concept of "holding," 

by which he means the subtle details of maternal care that 

are supportive and yet not dominating. The latter has come, 

also, to represent a therapeutic style of intervention with 

borderline clients whose ego-structural deficits can best be 

remediated in a "holding" pattern of consistent therapist 

responses. 

A final, British theorist whose empirical investigations 

are foundational to ego psychology is John Bowlby, who 
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studied, methods of child care during and after World War IX 

and wrote extensively on the subjects of attachment and loss 

(1969, 1973, 1980). 

In America, Freudian structural theory also was 

challenged by thinkers incorporating social factors into 

both theory and treatment. Harry Stack Sullivan, as early 

as 1923 at Sheppard and Enoch Pratt Hospital, initiated a 

social mileau treatment for schizophrenics which emphasizes 

interpersonal relationships on a 24-hour per day basis 

(Sullivan, 1940). More than any other theorist in the 

first half of the 20th century, Sullivan is attributed with 

the shifting of the locus of personality description to 

interpersonal from intrapsychic aspects of human behavior 

(Rychlak, 1981). Erickson (1950, 1968) expanded Freud's 

psychosexual stages into psychosocial stages and elaborated 

the concept of ego identity. Edith Jacobson (1959, 1964), 

reflecting Hartmann's influence, enlarged his formulation 

of the "undifferentiated matrix" (from which ego and id were 

presumed by him to emerge and separate) to include the concept 

of "undifferentiated drive energy." By so doing, she dis-

tinguished psychic structure from psychic energy, the latter 

of which is composed of libido and aggression. She suggested 

that the drives to attach, as well as the drive to separate, 

are equally undifferentiated at birth and that both structure 

and functions emerge in concert in normal maturational 

processes. 
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The Contributions of Margaret Mahler 

From her work with both normal and psychotic children, 

Mahler as early as 1949 hypothesized the etiology of child-

hood psychosis to be a failure of the infant to differentiate 

from the primary symbiotic attachment to the mother (Mahler, 

1968). In 1955, she hypothesized the universality in normal 

development of the symbiotic origin of the human condition 

and an obligatory separation-individuation process (Mahler & 

Gosliner, 1955)—a term first suggested by Dr. Anne-Marie 

Weil and later introduced by Mahler in 1954 (Mahler et al., 

1975). By the mid 1950's, the necessity of empirically 

substantiating the universality of the hypothesis by 

establishing developmental norms on the separation-individu-

ation process became obvious to Mahler and her co-workers. 

Out of the subsequent observational research for more 

than 10 years with psychotic and normal children paired with 

their mothers, Mahler (Mahler et al., 1975) postulated three 

pre-oedipal stages of development, i.e., autism, symbiosis, 

and separation-individuation. As did Freud, she compares the 

normal autism of earliest infancy to a closed psychological 

system somewhat like an egg wherein the mother's provision 

is limited to warmth (p. 41). The infant's unresponsive-

ness to its environment is replaced about the second month 

of life by the developmentally normal symbiotic period in 

which differentiation of self and mother has not occurred; 

the infant functions as though he or she and the mother 

were an omnipotent system or a dual unity with one common 
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boundary (p. 44). Separation refers to the intrapsychic 

sense of separateness from the mother and the world at large; 

individuation refers to the acquisition of a distinct and 

unique personality. Both separation and individuation 

require the development of interpersonal relatedness, or 

object relations, and both are considered to be dependent 

upon innate drives. Blanck and Blanck (1979) have defined 

Mahler's innate drive theory as "libido in the broader sense 

of drive to unite, rather than (Freud's) narrow one of 

sexual drive, and the aggressive drive as drive to separate 

rather than to destroy" (p. 35). Mahler (Mahler et al., 

1975) considers these intertwining energies as critical in 

the psychological birth of the human infant, an event 

normally culminating in (a) separateness of identity (i.e., 

a sense that I am, not who I am) and (b) internalized object 

constancy at about 3 years of age. While failure to 

manuever the autistic or symbiotic stages constitutes the 

conditions for infantile psychosis (Mahler, 1968), separation-

individuation failure constitutes the condition for the 

borderline phenomena or states, or even psychoses, and 

represents what Mahler et al. term "midrange" pathology 

(p. 6), the consensual postulate of most ego psychologists 

today (Horner, 1978; Kernberg, 1967; Masterson, 1978). 

Comprehension of the specific nature, diagnosis, and, 

most importantly for this study, the treatment of ego-

structural deficits within the borderline range is (within 
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this theoretical approach) directly dependent upon the 

separation-individuation subphases as defined by Mahler 

and her colleagues (Mahler et al., 1975). These subphases 

include the following: (a) Differentiation (5-9 months), 

occurring concomitantly with early locomotion and marked by 

tentative exploring behaviors; (b) Practicing (9-14 months), 

which is characterized by mastery of locomotion, exploration 

of environment, an obliviousness to the mother (as long as 

she remains present), and elated affect; (c) Rapproachment 

(14-24 months), characterized by the toddler's rediscovery 

of the mother and growing relinquishment of the practicing 

phase inflation; and (d) Object Constancy and Identity; 

achieved approximately the 3rd year of life and defined by 

separation of self and object, by a primitive sense of self, 

and by stable, affectively tinged mental representations of 

the mother. This is to be distinguished from Piaget's 

object permanence, which focuses on inanimate objects and 

is a prerequisite for emotional object constancy (Piaget, 

1937). Mahler (Mahler et al., 1975) states the implications 

of this constancy of internal mental representations of the 

mother to be a unifying of previously held split "good" and 

"bad" aspects of her, "which additionally, fosters the fusion 

of the aggressive and libidinal drives and tempers hatred 

for the object when aggression is intense" (p. 110). Fusion 

of these drives is known in psychoanalytic thought as 

"neutralization of aggression," a construct of critical 
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importance in the description and measurement of later 

adult interpersonal behaviors in this present research. 

Extending Mahler's Hypotheses to Diagnosis of Borderline 

Conditions 

The application of Mahler's separation-individuation 

stage of development to clinical diagnosis of borderline 

conditions postulates ego developmental arrests or fixations 

to occur at the Differentiation, Practicing, or Rapproach— 

ment subphases. These developmental arrests are not only 

disruptions of the normal, sequential progression through 

each subphase as empirically demonstrated by Mahler and her 

co-workers, but also become deficits in adult object 

relations, or interpersonal functioning. Reasoning, there-

fore, that adults will adjust to levels of autonomy 

(separateness) and affiliation (attachment) consistent with 

their formative experience and specific subphase of separation-

individuation achieved (Blanck, 1967; Blanck & Blanck, 1968; 

Benjamin, 1979; Bowlby, 1979; Katz, 1981; Kernberg, 1974, 

1977; Shor & Sanville, 1979), measurement of degrees of 

autonomy and affiliation in interpersonal relations would 

predictably allow inferences to be made regarding the level 

of ego-structural development (Benjamin, 1974, 1979; Leary, 

1957). These levels of ego development, i.e., the Differen-

tiation, Practicing, and Rapproachment subphases, are 

postulated to represent reference points which are corallaries 

of the borderline subgroups and which, therefore, suggest a 
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more inclusive classification than has heretofore been 

offered. It follows that if a specific level of development 

can be diagnostically determined, a precision of specific, 

corrective strategy of therapeutic intervention can be 

offered (Blanck & Blanck, 1974, 1979; Benjamin, 1979; Katz, 

1981; Mahler et al., 1975; Masterson, 1972). It is the 

pujrpose, therefore, of this research to develop a measure in 

adults of their significant interpersonal relationships from 

which inferences can be made with regard to specific subphase 

development. 

Rationale for the utilization of interpersonal behavior 

as a means of assessing the success or failure to achieve 

the separation-individuation subphases is derived from two 

sources: (a) Mahler's justification for inferring inner 

states from external behaviors in initial development and 

(b) the interpersonal approach represented in the writings 

of Sullivan, Leary, and Benjamin. 

Research inferences about inner states in the Mahler 

et al. (1975) studies are justified by those authors on the 

grounds that motor behaviors are foundational in the sensori-

motor period (Piaget, 1952) and that "motor phenomena are 

correlated with intrapsychic events . . . particularly in the 

first years of life" (Mahler et al., 1975, p. 15) for two 

reasons. First, motor, kinesthetic, and gestural (affecto-

motor) phenomena are considered to be the principal expressive, 

defensive, and discharge pathways available during preverbal 
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life. Inferences from these "end products" to inner states 

were made on the basis of multiple, repeated, and consensually 

validated observations. Secondly, in the preverbal child, 

Mahler assumes changes due to inhibition and defensive 

distortion have not yet been learned. Criteria for Mahler 

and her co-workers' observations are reported to be approach 

and distancing affectomotor behaviors between the infant 

and the mother in frequency, amplitude, timing, and 

intensity (Mahler et al., 1975, p. 15). 

The hallmark of the interpersonal approach is, of 

course, a similar reasoning from social, observable behaviors 

to underlying, subjective phenomenology. In the section 

to follow, the development of interpersonal diagnosis is 

reviewed, and the relevance to this research is discussed. 

The Interpersonal Emphasis on Social Behaviors 

In one of the classic monographs of psychology, Leary 

(1957) defends his conviction that precision of diagnostic 

nosology is critically dependent upon observable, inter-

personal behavior (i.e., how one behaves and what one says) 

because it is public to view and social in nature. Leary 

proposes (p. 5) that "terms such as depressed, impulsive, 

and inhibited . . . take on maximum meaning when their 

interpersonal purpose is added," using as an example, to 

get parents' or a therapist's attention. Leary emphasizes 

that the entire utility of diagnostic labels exists because 

they have interpersonal correlates; a professional defining 
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a schizoid has conimunicated a withdrawn and distrustful 

maladjustment. He suggests redefining classical psychiatric 

labels in interpersonal terms to "preserve the usefulness 

of the older terminology while sharpening their denotive 

power" (p. 57). Leary*s theoretical roots extend from 

writers such as Carl Jung, whose growth model emphasizes 

unconscious motivations as valuable potentials for the self 

in interaction with psychological and cultural factors. 

Others include Horney (1945), Fromm (1947), Murray (1938), 

and Harry Stack Sullivan (1947), whose common assumption of 

the driving force of personality is avoidance of anxiety. 

Leary viewed his system to be a "dynamic-behaviorism"; it is 

behavioral because of its objectivity and clarity of 

empirical procedures (1957, p. 41) and dynamic because it is 

concerned with interactions between persons as well as 

interactions among different psychic levels. Leary suggests 

that a rapproachment of intrapsychic and interpersonal 

theory was achieved by Erickson (1950) who integrated a 

social system of personality into Freud's psychosexual 

theory. Leary states: 

An original conversion of Freudian theory into inter-

personal language is accomplished by means of his 

(Erickson*s) eight stages of human emotional growth. 

This is a 'list of ego qualities . . . criteria by 

which the individual demonstrates that his ego, at a 

given stage, is strong enough to integrate the timetable 
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of the organism with the structure of social institu-

tions .1 He holds that the individual at each 

sequential stage of life meets a nuclear conflict. . . . 

He has surpassed Sullivan . . . by presenting a 

developmental timetable which lists 16 interpersonal 

resolutions . . . an impressive list lacking in the 

less systematic Sullivan. . . . Our classification of 

behavior bears the unmistakable mark of Erickson's 

theory." (Leary, 1957, pp. 11-12). 

Leary proceeded to propose an interpersonal system in which 

the basic unit of analysis is the "protocol language" of 

the subject, i.e., the subject's own communications, as 

opposed to the subject's expressive events as defined by 

the examiner. From this "protocol language" of hundreds of 

interactions of both psychiatric and nonpsychiatric persons, 

the first classifications were made by Leary on the basis of 

linguistical procedures in which transitive verbs described 

best what a subject does, e.g., to help, to insult, and so on. 

Adjectives were believed to be most useful in descriptions 

of self or others' traits or attributes, e.g., "she is 

friendly; I am strong." An extensive list of several 

hundred terms for describing interpersonal behavior was 

assembled and subsequently shortened by subsuming adjectives 

under the corresponding action verb ("insulting" was subsumed 

under "to insult"). Next, categories of intensity of 

behaviors were selected, including both rare and frequent 
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behaviors of the same intensity level, so that murder, 

attack, and insult were combined under a "hostile activities" 

category. When the list combined the overlaps, 16 generic 

interpersonal motivations resulted. Leary continued, "In 

surveying the list (of 16 interpersonal trends) it became 

clear that all had reference to a power or affiliation 

factor" (p. 64). When Leary plotted these 16 variables on a 

circle with the power and affiliation dimensions forming 

right-angled axes, he formulated the "Interpersonal Circle," 

a circular arrangement of diagnostic variables believed to 

be systematically related as one proceeds around the circle. 

The reader will observe that implicit in these two axes are 

the two basic drives postulated by Freud to be sex and 

aggression and extended in current ego psychology, as 

discussed above, to be the drive to attach and the drive to 

separate. The interpersonal resolution of these drives as 

theorized by Erickson formulates the rationale of this* • 

research (stated above), that adults will adjust to levels 

of autonomy and affiliation consistent with their formative 

experience and, secondly, that measurement of interpersonal 

relations with a significant other allows inferences to be 

made regarding intrapsychic development. 

Benjamiri's Contributions: The Structural Analysis of Social 

Behavior (SASB) 

The divergent streams of this literature review flow 

together in the research and writings of Lorna Smith 

Benjamin (1974), whose model is a direct descendant of 
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Leary's Interpersonal Circle, with contributions from other 

investigators. Previous researchers who have extended 

Leary's model include Schaefer (1965) who submitted the 

Interpersonal Circle to factor analysis and developed 

empirically an interpersonal circle of parent-child 

behaviors. Schaefer"s axes are defined on the horizontal 

as love-hate (as are Leary's), but he altered the vertical 

axis to autonomy-control, as he differed with Leary's 

assumption that the opposite of submission is always 

dominance. Lorr, Bishop, and McNair (1965) also revised 

Leary's interpersonal model and then factor analyzed data 

from psychiatric and. nonpsychiatric samples.. They 

identified four types of behavioral categories, three of 

which tend to correspond to diagnostic categories and one 

which inclines to be left undiagnosed. Again, interpersonal 

behavior was correlated to clinical diagnosis. Also, in 1965, 

Rinn proposed a model of interpersonal behaviors with 

affective and cognitive corallaries which he viewed as 

adjuncts of interpersonal behaviors. Benjamin (1974, 1979) 

has reported other structural models which include Becker 

and Krug (1964); Bierman (1969); Borgotta, Cottrell, and 

Mann (1958); and Chance (1966). 

Benjamin extended these models, particularly Leary's 

and Schaefer's, into an interpersonal nomenclature which 

she identifies as the Structural Analysis of Social Behavior 

(SASB). An important difference between the SASB and the 
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Interpersonal Circle is that, whereas Leary conceptualized 

dominance and submission as opposites and Schaefer viewed 

autonomy as the opposite of submission, Benjamin retained 

all three concepts (autonomy, dominance, and submission) by 

locating both dominance and submission on opposite poles 

from autonomy. This required the addition of a second 

circle; Autonomy-Dominance forms the vertical axis for the 

first circle, describing the Other, and Autonomy-Submission 

forms the axis for the second circle, describing the Com-

plementary Self Circle (see Figure 1, Appendix M). In addition 

to these two circles describing interpersonal functioning, 

Benjamin added a third circle to the model, an Introject 

circle, representing those interpersonal experiences which 

have been internalized. Thus, the SASB describes interpersonal 

and intrapsychic behaviors and has the methodological advan-

tages of being operationally defined, reliable, refutable, 

and systematic (Benjamin & McLemore, 1979). Theoretical 

justification for using Benjamin's model in this present 

research (as opposed to any other validated self-report 

measure) is that the vertical and horizontal axes of the SASB 

correspond to the two instinctual drives theorized by Freud 

to be sex and aggression. They have evolved since through 

the object relations and interpersonal schools as the inherent 

human proclivity to both attach and to be autonomous. 

Benjamin's horizontal affiliation axis is assumed to 

correspond to the drive to attach, whereas the vertical 
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autonomy axis is assumed to correspond to the drive to 

separate. Points in between the poles represent mathematical 

proportions of affiliation and autonomy. Further, because 

the interpersonal behaviors clustered around each of the 

poles in Benjamin's model are the most homogenous represen-

tation of that pole, the item located at each pole, plus the 

two on each side of the pole, are predicted to be represen-

tative of the four different Mahler subphases. If this 

theoretical and empirical relationship can be demonstrated, 

developmental profiles of adults in treatment could 

subsequently be formulated. 

In 1979, Benjamin proposed an analysis of differentia-

tion failure, using her model of interpersonal assessment. 

Assuming that behavior evolves parallel with structure (p. 4) 

in the human organism, Benjamin compared Freud's, Erickson1 s, 

and Mahler's stages, focusing on Mahler's individuation 

stage as the equivalent of Freud's anal and Erickson's 

autonomy-versus-shame stage. Although Benjamin did not 

distinguish the Mahler subphases in her differentiation 

failure study, it is expected by this present researcher 

that the SASB is uniquely suited to do so. The simultaneous 

measurement of affiliation and autonomy occurring in each 

behavior assessed by the SASB is predicted in this study to 

reflect the Mahler subphases, so that the greatest amount of 

affiliation and least amount of autonomy occur at the lower 

levels of development, i.e., at the Symbiotic stage. The 
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greatest amount of separateness, with a balance of autonomy 

and control, is expected in the Practicing substage. The 

greatest amount of attachment, with a balance of autonomy 

and control, is expected at the Rapproachment substage. 

Object constancy and Identity will consequently be represented 

by a balance of all four components, i.e., separateness, 

attachment, autonomy, and dominance-control (see Figure 2, 

Appendix N) and, consequently, is a stage diagnostically 

beyond the borderline continuum, representing either neurosis 

or no pathology. 

Hypotheses of This Research 

From all that is reviewed above concerning the 

ambiguous status of the borderline nosology, the psycho-

analytic theoretical formulations of borderline etiology, 

and the contribution of interpersonal theory to a methdology, 

the following hypotheses emerge. 

Hypothesis 1 (Experiment I). The SASB will relate to 

Mahler's Symbiosis stage and to three substages of 

separation-individuation (Differentiation, Practicing, and 

Rapproachment) in a reliable way. This means the SASB is 

predicted to differentiate Symbiosis and three subphases. 

Operationally, this will be demonstrated by first defining 

each subphase and then having knowledgeable raters sort 

each SASB item into one of the four subphases. Those items 

agreed upon (sorted into the same category) by eight out of 

nine raters will be retained as critical items, representing 

the subphase categories. 
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Hypothesis 2 (Experiment II). Mahler's theory will be 

validated, by finding that people in normal populations will 

answer more SASB items at higher levels of development than 

people in a psychiatric inpatient sample and that scores of 

people in a psychiatric outpatient sample will fall in between 

the two. Operationally, it is hypothesized that normals 

will score lower than outpatients, who, in turn, will score 

lower than inpatients at the Symbiosis, Differentiation, and 

Practicing subphases, whereas this trend will be reversed 

at the Rapproachment subphase. Reflecting the hypothesized 

earlier stage of object relations development of inpatients 

as opposed to outpatients, inpatients should score higher 

than outpatients at the Symbiosis and Differentiation sub-

phases. This trend should reverse at the Practicing and 

Rapproachment subphases (see Figure 3, Appendix 0). 

Method 

Experiment I 

Subjects. To test the first hypothesis, nine raters 

from the North Texas State University Psychology Department 

were selected to sort the SASB items into the four Mahler 

subphases. These raters were all familiar with dynamic 

theory in general and Mahler's theory in particular. One 

rater was a clinical psychologist and Professor of Child 

Development who holds a Ph.D. degree. Six subjects were 

doctoral candidates in clinical psychology and were selected 

from a psychodynamics course, the final course of their 
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academic careers. The remaining two raters were intermediate-

level doctoral students in clinical psychology, one from the 

same psychodynamics course and the other from a practicum 

team chaired by the major professor of this dissertation. 

Instrurnent. Benjamin (in preparation) reports measures 

of internal reliability or internal consistency of the 1980 

version of the SASB model to be computed by comparing data 

from a perfect internally consistent theoretical curve to 

actual autocorrelation curves of normal subjects. The 

product-moment r between data and theory, using raters' 

descriptions of themselves and others, is shown to average 

.92. 

Construct validity of the 1980 version is reported in 

terms of basic structure of the model, i.e., affiliation, 

autonomy (interdependence) , and focus (see Appendix M;) . 

Validation methods included dimensional judgments from 

nonprofessional individuals: factor, circumplex, auto-

correlation, and canonical analyses of behavioral ratings. 

Benjamin's complete questionnaires contain a total of 

324 statements to be rated on a scale from 0 (totally 

disagree) to 100 (totally agree). Thirty-six of 324 state-

ments address the subject (self) as an active participant 

(i.e., active verb construction), whereas 36 more address 

the subject (self) as a passive recipient (i.e., transitive 

verb action) . In addition,, each set of active (n = 36) and 

passive (n = 36) statements (T =72) also describe an active 
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(n = 36) and passive (n = 36) other (T = 72), totaling. 

72 active-passive "self" statements, plus 72 more active-

passive "other" statements (T = 144). Further, these 144 

statements occur in both a past verb tense and a present verb 

tense. The combined active, passive, self, other, past, 

and present (T = 288) statements of the questionnaires also 

add 36 more statements which apply to the subjective inner 

experience, rather than to social behaviors. Out of this 

total 324 available statements, or items, to be rated by the 

subject, 72 were selected. Since the separation-individuation 

process involves interaction with the mother (Mahler, Pine, 

& Bergman, 1975), the 72 statements involving active-passive, 

present-tense activities of the mother with the subject were 

examined. As discussed in the literature review, those 

statements adjacent to the poles on Benjamin's circumplex 

most clearly delineate Mahler's subphases. This subset 

contains 40 of the 72 statements of the mother-subject 

interactions. 

Procedure. Each of these 40 statements was typewritten 

on a 3" X 5" card. Raters were then asked to read a short 

descriptive summary of Mahler's developmental stages (see 

Appendix B). Raters were next asked to sort each of the 40 

statements, i.e., cards, into categories representing 

Mahler's separation-individuation substages of Differentia-

tion, Practicing, Rapproachment, and Object Constancy. 

After each had sorted the cards, the experimenter noted 

the sorting patterns (statements were numbered on the back 
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of the card for this purpose). After data from all raters 

had been collected, the sorting patterns were compared. 

Every item which was sorted into the same category at least 

eight out of nine times was listed as a critical item for 

the subphase category into which it predominantly fell. 

Experiment II 

Subjects, in order to test the validity of Mahler's 

sequencing of stages, it was necessary to find subjects who 

developmentally would fall somewhere within those stages 

(to avoid floor and ceiling effects). Subjects were chosen 

to demonstrate developmental differential across the stages; 

three different groups of subjects were selected. Group one 

consisted of nonpsychiatric volunteers, 6 of Whom were 

university graduate students in psychology, and the remaining 

14 were from a local business setting. There were 10 males 

and 10 females in this group; ages ranged from 22 to 49. 

Group two consisted of psychiatric outpatients from the North 

Texas State University Psychology Clinic who were in treat-

ment for a wide variety of mental health problems. There 

were 9 males and 9 females in the outpatient group, with 

ages ranging from 24 to 52. Only 1 male and 1 female in this 

group were university students; the remaining 16 were 

employed adults. The third group consisted of 10 male and 

9 female inpatients from a County Mental Health and Mental 

Retardation Diagnostic and Evaluation Center. This facility 

receives admissions from the psychiatric emergency room of 
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a large county hospital. In addition to receiving the 

acutely mentally ill, this facility treats patients waiting 

for court disposition regarding hospital commitment and 

also patients in residence on a volunteer basis. The 

inpatient sample for this research consisted of individuals 

from each of these categories. Ages ranged from 19 to 51. 

In the three groups, there was a total of 57 subjects. 

Instrument. Subjects were asked to complete forms 

C and E of the SASB, as described in the Instrument section 

of Experiment I. 

Procedure. Subjects were told that this is a study of 

attitudes and perceptions of parental figures. They were 

asked to complete forms C and E of the SASB. They were also 

told that while filling out the SASB, the "other" or "she" 

referred to in the questionnaire should be treated as the 

subject's own mother. 

Data analysis. To each statement on the SASB, the 

subject responded by rating a scale labeled 0 - 100, 

representing a continuum of strongly disagree through strongly 

agree. Of the responses on the SASB, only the critical items 

previously differentiated were evaluated. Ratings on 

critical items were tabulated in their respective categories 

with low ratings signifying nonidentification with the 

statement. For each subject, the average score on critical 

items in each category was found. 
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A 2 X 3 X 4 repeated measures design was used to analyze 

data. This represented sex X group X category analysis. 

Although sex was not related to any hypothesis, it proved 

interesting to analyze this as well as developmental stage 

differences. 

Results 

Experiment I 

Twenty-one items from Benjamin's questionnaire were 

sorted into the same category 8 out of 9 times, thereby 

meeting the criterion for becoming critical items to be 

administered during Experiment II. Those items are shown 

in Table 1 (Appendix F). The distribution of Benjamin's 

questionnaire items, as sorted by the raters, is shown in 

Table 2 (Appendix G). 

Experiment II 

The means and standard deviations of responses to 

critical items for each group are listed in Table 3 

(Appendix H). A 3-way analysis of variance with repeated 

measures was performed, and the results are presented in 

Table 4 (Appendix I). 

The variables which reach significance are Psychiatric 

Subject Type (£ < .0005) and Mahler's Substage (£ < .0005). 

The 2-way interaction, Type X Stage, is significant at the 

£ < .0005 level. The 3-way interaction is significant at 

£ < .05. Because of this, all simple effects are analyzed 

following Winer's (1971) procedure for factorial designs 
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with repeated measures. Results of this simple effects 

analysis can be found in Table 5 (Appendix J) and are 

divided into three sections, one for each variable. 

The Sex variable shows significant differences only for 

inpatients and at the Mahler substages of Symbiosis and 

Differentiation. It can be concluded that for inpatients, 

males score significantly higher than females on the 

Symbiosis questions, whereas the reverse is true on the 

Differentiation questions. 

While the Sex variable has only two levels and is more 

simply interpreted, the psychiatric-type and Mahler's 

substage variables have three and four levels, respectively, 

and require additional pairwise comparison analysis. The 

Mahler substage variable is significant (£ < .001) for both 

males and females for every psychiatric type (see Table 5, 

Appendix J). Pairwise comparisons were performed for each 

group and are presented in Table 6 (Appendix K). 

For normal subjects, results for males and females 

are almost identical, with only the Practicing and Symbiosis 

subphases not significantly different. Rapproachment scores 

are highest, followed by Differentiation scores, then 

Symbiosis, and lastly, Practicing. For outpatient males, 

the Differentiation and Rapproachment scores are not 

significantly different from each other but are significantly 

higher (£ < .01) than the Practicing and Symbiosis scores, 

also not significantly different from each other. For 
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outpatient females, Rapproachment scores are significantly 

higher than Practicing (£ < .01) and Symbiosis (£ < .05) 

scores. Also, Differentiation scores are higher (£ < .05) 

than Practicing scores. 

For inpatient males, Rapproachment scores are highest 

and are significantly greater than Practicing (£ < .01) and 

Symbiosis (£ < .05) scores. Differentiation scores are 

significantly higher than Practicing scores. For inpatient 

females, Differentiation scores are significantly higher than 

all others (£ < .01), and p < .05 for Rapproachment. Further-

more, Rapproachment scores are significantly higher (p < .01) 

than both Symbiosis and Practicing scores, these two being 

not significantly different from one another. 

Overall, some consistent trends emerge across subphases 

for all groups. The Rapproachment subphase is in all cases 

significantly higher (£ < .01) than the Practicing subphase. 

The Differentiation subphase is also significantly higher 

than the Practicing subphase at the p = .01 level across all 

groups, except for outpatient females, where the difference 

is significant at the .05 level. Also, Rapproachment scores 

are all significantly higher than Symbiosis scores at the 

£ = .05 level, at least. 

The results of the psychiatric-type analysis at each 

of Mahler's substages has more bearing on the hypotheses of 

this study. For males, significant differences (p < .01) 

between psychiatric types are found at the Symbiosis, 
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Practicing, and Rapproachment subphases (see Table 5, 

Appendix J). For females, significant differences (£<«01) 

are found for the Differentiation, Practicing, and Rapproach-

ment subphases. 

Further pairwise comparison analysis of these results 

is necessary and is presented in Table 7 (Appendix L). The 

results of these pairwise analyses are also presented 

graphically in Figures 4 and 5 (Appendices P and Q). For 

males at the Symbiosis subphases, inpatients score signifi-

cantly higher (£ < .01) than both outpatients and normals. 

Normals score lower than outpatients at this subphase level, 

but the difference is not significant. Females show no 

significant difference across psychiatric type at the 

Symbiosis subphase. 

At the Differentiation subphase, males show no signifi-

cant differences across psychiatric types. For females, on 

the other hand, inpatients score significantly higher 

(£ < .01) than both normals and outpatients. Normals and 

outpatients are not significantly different at this subphase, 

For males at the Practicing subphase, normals score 

significantly lower (£ < .01) than both outpatients and 

inpatients. Although inpatients score higher than out-

patients, this difference is not significant. For females 

at this subphase, normals score lowest. They score signifi-

cantly lower than outpatients (£ < .05) and inpatients 

(£ < .01), who score highest. Inpatients and outpatients 

are not significantly different at this level. 
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Finally, at the Rapproachment subphase, males and 

females show similar patterns. Normals score significantly 

higher (p < .01) than both inpatients and outpatients. 

Inpatients score higher than outpatients, but these dif-

ferences are not significant. 

The hypotheses of this research are, to a large degree, 

supported. At the earlier Mahler subphases, inpatients 

score significantly higher than both outpatients and normals. 

For males, this difference occurs at the Symbiosis subphase, 

whereas for females, this difference occurs at the Differen-

tiation subphase. For both males and females, normals 

score significantly lower at the Practicing subphase than 

both other groups and higher than them at the Rapproachment 

subphase. This supports the hypothesis of trend reversal 

and higher scores for normals at the Rapproachment subphase. 

Contrary to expectation, the inpatient group does not score 

significantly lower than the outpatient group at later 

Mahler subphases. 

Discussion 

Major Findings 

Results indicate that, as predicted, groups of inpatients, 

outpatients, and nonpsychiatric subjects can be differentiated 

on an interpersonal analysis of object relations (the SASB, 

Benjamin, 1974) which simultaneously measures degrees of 

attachment and autonomy. This supports Mahler's stage 

theory which hypothesizes a higher developmental stage of 
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object relations for normals, as compared to outpatients and 

inpatients, by demonstrating significantly higher scores for 

normals of both sexes in the higher developmental level, the 

Rapproachment subphase, and significantly lower scores for 

normals of both sexes at the Practicing subphase. Further, 

a reverse trend is demonstrated, with significantly higher 

scores for inpatients versus normals and outpatients, occurring 

at the earlier subphases, 

In addition to support of Mahler's developmental stage 

theory, an empirical relationship of Benjamin's autonomy and 

affiliation axes to the two drives postulated by object 

relations theory, i.e., the drive to attach and the drive 

to separate (Blanck & Blanck, 1979), is demonstrated by those 

same significant findings. 

Unexpected findings include the sex difference occuring 

for inpatients at the earlier developmental stages, with 

males significantly different from outpatients and normals 

at the Symbiosis subphase and females significantly different 

from outpatients and normals at the Differentiation subphase. 

This male-female differential is viewed as an artifact of 

the inpatient sample, rather than a real gender difference, 

for the following reasons: first, it is observed that within 

the inpatient sample, males (n = 10) constituted the most 

recent admissions and, therefore, less chemotherapeutic 

stabilization and more active psychotic processes as charac-

terized by hallucinatory interference of thought processes. 
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In contrast, only one of the female inpatients (n = 9) 

indicated active hallucinations. With subsequent difficulty 

concentrating, she changed item responses from the required 

numerical rating to "sometimes," "yes," and "never." Her 

data was necessarily deleted from the statistical analysis, 

thus removing the only acutely ill female from the sample, 

whereas at least six acutely ill males are included. A 

second indicator of greater disturbance among males is 

their longer response time for completing questionnaires 

(nearly twice that of females). Thirdly, acutely ill males 

appear to have a higher frequency of negative emotional 

arousal to the test items. For example, one 19-year-old 

male subject stated midway through the items that he "felt 

sick to his stomach" as a result of the questions and that 

he wished he had "done things differently" in relation to 

his mother. This same subject had earlier abandoned the 

testing procedure, left the room, and then voluntarily 

returned to complete the questionnaire. At the end of the 

procedure, he said he had returned "because I just wanted to 

do something for somebody else for a change." Another 

19-year-old male reflected a similar response to the test 

items. On this same closed ward of newly admitted acute 

psychotics, four other male patients not used as subjects 

consented to the procedure, signed the consent forms, and 

after beginning the questionnaire, abandoned the project, 

saying "I can't do this." For both those patients who left 
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and the two who returned, a greater emotional lability, 

characteristic among schizophrenics with acute exacerbations, 

is believed to exist. Another observed difference is that 

more males (n = 3) than females (n = 1) required that the 

questionnaire be orally administered. Finally, environmental 

variability existed in that two of the males answered the 

items under conditions of poor lighting and almost continuous 

screaming from a nearby secluded patient. These qualitative 

factors all combine to suggest a generally more disturbed 

sample of male inpatients than female inpatients. 

Another unexpected finding is that both inpatient males 

and females score higher than outpatients in the Rapproach-

ment substage, which would seemingly suggest inpatients have 

achieved a higher developmental level than outpatients. 

Evaluation of the raw data and the statistical analyses, 

however, offer alternative possibilities. First, raw data 

for inpatients reveals that two-thirds of the females used 

only three ratings, e.g., 0, 50, and 100 on a 10-point scale 

from 0 to 100, whereas only one-third of the inpatient male 

sample restricted themselves to such a narrow range of 

ratings. These ratings, representing "never," "always," and 

"about 50%," occurred in 32% (n = 19) of the inpatient 

sample, but only in 11% (n = 57) of the total sample when 

all three groups are collapsed. Therefore, the reliability 

of those answering with only the three ratings is questionable 

and suggests the actual group means for inpatients may not 

be as high as indicated. 
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The above interpretation may also be statistically 

supported by the wide variability of the standard deviation 

scores {see Table 2, Appendix G) among all three groups for 

both males and females. Standard deviation scores for 

normals (7.6 and 8.8) are approximately doubled by out-

patient scores (14 and 10) and are quadrupled by the inpatient 

standard deviation scores (30 and 29). It seems feasible 

that the inpatients experiencing hallucinations, poor con-

centration, emotionally distressed responses to the test 

items, and who engage in defensive denial of their own poor 

object relations, would evidence a certain unreliability 

resulting in Rapproachment scores higher than outpatients 

whose thoughts are more intact. It is, however, amazing 

that the inpatient results still conform to a large degree 

to the hypotheses generated in this research and generally 

support a recent statement of Benjamin's (1982) that 

"craziness usually makes sense when interpreted within the 

SASB framework; psychotics can and will rate hallucinations 

as a relationship, and the Intrex program (SASB computer 

analysis) will show how the hallucination derives from the 

social environment" (p. 30). Thus, it is concluded that 

even hallucinating patients can give information about 

themselves, although it is this author's opinion that they 

give more accurate information about earlier subphases. 

A remaining negative finding is that scores for all 

groups of subjects dramatically decrease at the Practicing 
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subphase (see Figures 4 and 5, Appendices P and Q). Mahler's 

stage theory would instead predict an interaction demonstrated 

by (a) increasing scores for normals from the Symbiosis sub-

phase through the Rapproachment subphase (see Figure 3, 

Appendix O); (b) decreasing scores for inpatients between 

Practicing and Rapproachment; and (c) decreasing scores for 

outpatients between the Practicing and Rapproachment sub-

phases. One explanation for this general unexpected trend 

lies within the content of the operational definition of the 

Practicing substage {see Appendix B). It will be observed 

that there is a strong emphasis in this substage upon 

expression of negative affect for the purpose of achieving 

separateness; items from the SASB expressing negative affect, 

disaffiliation, and grades of hate for imposed .limitations of 

autonomy fall within this substage. It is interesting that 

Leary (1957), discussing development of his interpersonal 

normality-abnormality continuum from the subject's protocol 

language, reports what he terms "a puzzling linguistic 

situation." 

It became clear that the English language . . . has a 

marked imbalance in the number of terms which describe 

different interpersonal themes. There was no trouble 

in obtaining long columns of words describing the 

positive, socially adaptive expressions of friendli-

ness, amiability, love, agreeability, etc. Nor was 

there difficulty in listing maladjustive, pathologically 
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toned denotations of extreme hostility, hatred, opposi-

tion, rage, etc. It was, however, a tedious task to 

get three or four commonly used words for the concept 

of adjustive, socially approved hostility. Considerable 

dictionary, thesaurus, and literary research uncovered 

a few such words—frank, blunt, critical—but it appears 

that the English language . . . pays little attention 

to the theme of appropriate expression of disaffiliative 

interpersonal behavior . . . Logic . . . demands a 

balance between hostile and friendly terms, but the 

one-sidedness of the interpersonal terminology of 

Anglo—American culture made it necessary to employ 

such clumsy terms as righteous anger, not afraid to be 

critical, etc., in order to express adaptive, appropriate 

hostility. (Leary, 1957, pp. 29-30) 

An example of items which compose the Practicing substage 

category of this research include (item 12) "My mother 

tortures, murders, annihilates me, no matter what I do, just 

because I'm me"; (item 27) "My mother screams, agonizes, 

protests desparately that I am destroying, killing her"; and 

(item 41) "My mother snarls angrily, hatefully refuses my 

caregiving, my offers to assist." That these and other 

Practicing items are inadequate as terms reflecting the 

adjustively hostile phenomena inherent in the Mahler sub-

stage supports Leary's conclusion of a cultural, linguistic 

difficulty with no immediate solution. This is not 
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interpreted, therefore, as a limitation of the SASB in 

delimiting the Practicing subphase, nor as evidence against 

Mahler's stage theory. This author, therefore, suggests 

the low Practicing scores across groups to be representative 

of a general population phenomena. 

Imp1i cations 

Those higher scores which significantly differentiate 

inpatients from outpatients and normals at the lowest 

developmental levels, and which significantly differentiate 

normals from inpatients and outpatients at the highest 

levels, are viewed as substantiating Mahler's theory of 

sequential progression of normal ego development. They are 

also viewed as supporting current ego psychology theorists 

(Blanck & Blanck, 1979; Horner, 1978; Katz, 1981; Mahler 

et al., 1975) who argue for grouping of Borderline subtypes 

at Mahler's developmental reference points. 

While Spitzer et al. (1979) demonstrated significant 

consensual agreement and thereby established reliability for 

the two current DSM III Borderline conditions, definition of 

any valid psychiatric diagnosis requires criteria of inclusion 

and exclusion to separate the disorder from all others 

(Soloff & Ulrich, 1981) . The benefits, therefore, of 

correlating interpersonal behaviors which define the relative 

amounts of attachment (affiliation) and separateness 

(autonomy) with the developmental arrests from which Border-

line subtypes arise is the establishment of both a reliable 
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and a valid method of diagnosing the various borderline 

subgroups. From precision of diagnosis, it is expected 

that appropriate therapeutic invervention will accrue in 

benefits to the patient, as the clinician has objective 

treatment goals defined by the progressive levels of object 

relations. Specifically, this includes management of anxiety, 

anger, intimacy, conflict, defenses, and many other issues 

as persons achieve movement from symbiotic fusion toward 

object constancy and identity. 

In addition to specificity of therapeutic intervention, 

the implications for type of therapeutic modality extends 

dynamic therapy beyond individual treatment to the inter-

personal field of couples and families. Katz (1981), 

applying Mahler1s substage developmental levels to marital 

therapy, suggests that unresolved issues of a mother-child 

dyad always become acted out in the confines of marriage, and 

he lists characteristics of developmental difficulties in 

adults, as well as intervention at each stage of psychic 

separation from the partner. 

The implications for reliable and valid diagnosis of 

the Borderline substages and, consequently, for precision 

of therapeutic intervention in both strategy and modality, 

derive directly from the findings demonstrated in this inves-

tigation. The quantification of the study is unique. 

Clearly differentiated profiles of normals from outpatients 

and inpatients occur at the Practicing and Rapproachment 
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subphases; inpatients from outpatients and normals are 

differentiated more tentatively at the Symbiosis and Dif-

ferentiation subphases. The author expects that neurotics 

without much borderline arrest will look more like normals 

on this profile and, therefore, that indications of object 

constancy do not differentiate neurotics from normals. 

Limitations 

Generalization from this sample to other populations 

presents certain problems. Difficulties discussed above, 

which were experienced by the acutely ill psychotics, indi-

cate that the SASB is too long for inpatients. Significant 

differences obtained for inpatients, however, at the earlier 

levels of Symbiosis, Differentiation, and Practicing suggest 

that the SASB items selected in this study may be reliable 

indicators of Mahler's substages and Borderline subgroups if 

the length of the task could be reduced. 

SASB items, when used to differentiate Borderline sub-

stages, are not useful in distinguishing neurotics from 

normals, as both are characterized by Object Constancy and 

Identity. 

At higher levels of object relations development, 

psychotics were not significantly differentiated from out-

patients, although both were distinguished from normals, 

and it may be concluded that levels of Borderline substages 

are not equally differentiated by the SASB. 

Finally, it is unknown what is the lowest optimal 

level of intellectual functioning necessary to utilize this 
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measure or if cognitive factors confound assessment of 

object relations development. Object relations theory 

specifically addresses splitting of cognitive factors into 

a conflict-free sphere, potentially able to fully mature 

without parallel affective development. 

Suggestions for Further Research 

As discussed under the negative findings and the limi-

tations of this study, there are many gaps in our understanding 

of defining and measuring Borderline psychopathology. 

Mahler's definitive, empirical data suggests one method of 

diagnostic nosology, and Benjamin's SASB seems uniquely 

suited to measure those categories. To extend these theo-

retical formulations and empirical data, however, it is 

apparent that a future study of this type utilize only those 

critical items which were reliably categorized by the raters, 

as a means of reducing experimental artifacts and to increase 

reliability among psychiatric inpatient data. Future 

researchers might also address the difficult linguistic 

issues discussed above. Replication with larger samples is 

additionally necessary to refine this developmental profile 

of adults in both psychiatric inpatient and outpatient settings, 
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Appendix A 

Informed Consent 

I, DO HEREBY CONSENT to 

participate in an investigation of the attitudes individuals 

have toward their mothers. I understand that I will be 

asked to read a questionnaire and rate each question on a 

scale between 0 and 100. This requires about 45 minutes of 

my time. 

I have heard a clear explanation and understand the 

nature and purpose of this study. 

I understand that my name will not be used on any of 

the findings or reports from this study and that test 

materials remain confidential. There is no risk involved 

during my participation in this investigation. 

I understand that the procedure to be performed is 

research in nature. This consent to participate will expire 

in 30 days or anytime before that I wish to withdraw. I 

understand that my participation in or withdrawal from this 

study will not affect the services offered to me. 

With my understanding of this information, I voluntarily 

consent to the procedure stated above. 

Signature Date 

Witnessed Date 
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Appendix B 

Operational Definitions 

Symbiosis 

Characterized by attachment 

Characterized by submission 

Characterized by having needs met, being taken care of 

Characterized by maternal behavior which is 

Differentiation 

dominating 

Characterized by expressions of autonomy, b\|xt not by 

positive or negative affect 

Any difference or separateness, but not affiliation 

Practicing 

Characterized by expression of negative affect; used to 

indicate or achieve separateness 

Negative affect, disaffiliation, grades of itiate for 

limitations of autonomy 

Elation, grandiosity regarding self, expressions of 

autonomy 

Obliviousness to others unless they infringe upon freedom 

Rapproachment 

Two components simultaneously expressed: 

(1) autonomy 

(2) caring for, empathy with, affiliation or 

attachment toward others 

Looking for affiliation, but from the position of 

autonomy 
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Appendix C 

Intrex Form A 

Please place a number in the blank, indicating how well 

the phrases describe yourself. Use the following scale: 

NEVER ALWAYS 
NOT AT ALL PERFECTLY 
(5 IS 20 TO To 50 60 70 80 90 100 

A rating of 50 or above indicates "true"; a rating of 

less than 50 indicates "false." 

1. I neglect myself, don't try to develop my own 
potential skills, ways of being. 

2• I examine, analyze myself sensibly, carefully, 
realistically. 
I leave myself to daydream and fantasize instead 
of actually doing what would be good for me. 
I just let important choices, thoughts, issues, 
options slip by me without paying much attention. 

5. _____ Knowing both my faults and my strong points, I 
comfortably let myself be as I am. 

_____ 1 let myself feel glad about and pleased with 
myself just as I am. 

1 accuse and blame myself, make myself feel bad, 
guilty, ashamed, unworthy. 

_____ 1 Practice, work on developing worthwhile skills, 
ways of being. 

' 1 love, cherish, adore, feel really good—maybe 
even sexy—about myself. 

I®* 1 naturally and easily nurture, care for, restore, 
heal myself as needed. 

1 1 • _____ 1 harshly reject, dismiss myself as worthless. 
12• 1 l e t unwarranted ideas I have about myself go 

unchallenged. I don't bother to know myself. 

13• ' 1 like myself very much and welcome and enjoy 
opportunities to be with myself. 

14• I am very careful to restrain myself, to hold back, 
15• 1 control, manage myself according to goals I've 

set for myself. 
^ torture, kill, annihilate myself just because 
I'm basically so bad. 

17• _____ 1 drain, overburden, and deplete myself greatly. 
18* ______ 1 gently and warmly "pat myself on the back" just 

because I feel very good about the way I am. 
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19. i keep an eye on myself to be sure I'm doing what 
I should be doing. 

20. I try very hard to make myself as ideal as I can. 
21. ' ' ' I understand and accept myself and let myself go 

by what lies deep within. 
22. I let my own sickness and injury go unattended 

even when it means harming myself greatly. 
23. I put a lot of energy into making sure I conform 

to standards, am proper. 
24. I vengefully punish myself. I "take it out on 

myself." 

25. I make myself do and be things which I know are 
not right for me. I fool myself. 

26. I am happy-go-lucky, content with "here today, 
gone tomorrow." 

27. _____ I reliably protect myself, look after my own 
interests. 

28. I drift with the moment, have no particular 
internal direction, standards. 

29. I put a lot of energy into anticipating and 
finding everything I need for myself. 

30. In a free and easy way, I let myself do what comes 
naturally, and everything goes well enough to 
suite me. 

31. I understand and feel good about myself. I'm 
relaxed, solid, "together," completely okay 
"as is." 

32. I feel free to let my basic nature unfold as it 
will. 

33. I am reckless, carelessly end up in self-destructive 
"situations. 

34. I am always open to and "up for" situations which 
will be very pleasant and good for me. 

35. I am very unsure of myself because I tell myself 
I do things all wrong. I feel others can do 
better. 

36. I approach myself with a negative, destructive 
attitude; I am my own worst enemy. 
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Appendix D 

Intrex Form C 

Please place a number in the blank, indicating how well 

the phrases describe the behavior of your 
(indicate who) 

in relation to you. Use the following scale: 

NEVER ALWAYS 
NOT AT ALL PERFECTLY 
0 rs 23 in TO 5^ 70 go 90 TOO 

A rating of 50 or above indicates "true"; a rating of 

less than 50 indicates "false". 

1- Constructively, sensibly, persuasively analyzes 
situations involving me. 

2- Has her own separate identity, internal standards. 
3- ' Insists I follow her norms and rules so that I 

do things "properly." 
4- Puts me down, tells me I do things all wrong, 

tells me her ways are superior. 
5. Learns from me, takes advice from me. 
6* ' Just does things my way without much feeling of 

her own, is apathetic. 

7* Angrily leaves me out, absolutely refuses to have 
anything to do with me. 

8* ____ Warmly, comfortably accepts help, caregiving when 
I offer it. 

9* Does her own thing by doing the exact opposite 
of what I want. 

1®* _____ I s straightforward. Clearly expresses her positions 
so I can give them due consideration. 

11• _____ Enthusiastically shows, shares herself or "thing" 
with me. 

12• _____ Tortures, murders, annihilates me no matter what 
I do just because "I'm me." 

13• Does strange, irrelevant, unrelated things with 
what I say or do; goes on her "own trip." 

14. Ecstatically, joyfully, exuberantly, lovingly 
responds to me sexually. 

15. Warmly, cheerfully invites me to be in touch with 
her as often as I want. 
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16. Warmly, happily keeps in contact with me. 
17. Freely comes and goes as she pleases. 
18. " Out of great love for me, she tenderly, lovingly 

touches me sexually if I seem receptive. 

19. Stimulates and teaches me, shows me how to under-
stand, do. 

20. Accuses and blames me; tries to get me to admit 
I am wrong. 

21. Enthusiastically, very lovingly shows me how 
glad she is to see me just as I am. 

22. ' Looks to me, depends on me to take care of 
everything for her. 

23. Harshly punishes me, takes revenge, makes me 
suffer greatly. 

24. ' Understands me well, shows empathy and warmth 
even if I don't see things as she does. 

25. Is trusting. Asks for what she wants and counts 
on me to be kind and considerate. 

26. Willingly accepts, yields to my reasonable 
suggestions, ideas. 

27. _____ Screams, agonizes, protests desperately that I 
am destroying, killing her. 

28. Gently strokes me verbally and/or physically; 
she lovingly gives me pleasure with "no strings 
attached." 

29. Intrudes, blocks, restricts me. 
30. Even though very suspicious and distrustful of 

me, she goes along with my arguments, ideas. 

31. Obeys my preferred rules, standards, routines. 
32. _____ Rips me off, gouges me, grabs all she can from me, 
33. ' ' Pleasing me is so important that she checks 

with me on every little thing. 
34. ' ' ~ ~ Is obviously terrified, very fearful of me; is 

extremely wary. 
35. _____ Misleads, deceives, deludes and diverts me. 
36. ••••--- jn a very grouchy, surly manner, she goes along 

with my needs and wants. 

37. ' Provides for, nurtures, takes care of me. 
38. ' Lets me speak freely and can be trusted to 

negotiate fairly even if we disagree. 
39. _____ Ignores me, just doesn't notice me at all. 
40. ' ' Uncaringly lets me go, do what I want. 
41. _____ Snairls angrily, hatefully refuses my caregiving, 

my offers to assist. 
42. _____ Filled with rage and/or fear, she does what she 

can to escape, flee, or hide from me. 
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43. _____ Believing it's for my own good, she checks on me 
and reminds me of what I should do. 

44- _____ Gives me her "blessing" and leaves me free to 
develop my own separate identity. 

45. _____ Forgets me, just doesn't remember our agreements, 
plans. 

46. _____ Gives in and does things the way I want, but 
sulks quietly with resentment and anger. 

^ ' Yields, submits, gives in to me. 
48. _____ Approaches me very meanacingly; hurts me very 

badly if she gets a chance. 

_____ Manages, controls me, takes charge of everything. 
50. ' Leaves me to do things on my own because she 

believes I'm competent. 
51. _____ Expresses her thoughts in a clear and friendly 

manner so I have every opportunity to understand 
her well. 

52. _ Feels, thinks, becomes what she thinks I want. 
53. ' Leaves me to starve, to get what I vitally need 

all on my own. 
54. ' Actively listens, accepts and affirms me as a 

person even if our views disagree. 

55. ______ Angrily detaches from me, doesn't ask for anything; 
weeps alone about me. 

56. Pays close attention in order to anticipate all 
my needs; takes care of absolutely everything for 
me. 

57. Whines, protests, tries to explain, justify, 
account for herself. 

58. ' Asserts, holds her own without needing external 
support. 

59. Avoids me by being busy and alone with her "own 
thing." 

60. _____ Warmly shows how much she likes and appreciates 
me just exactly as I am. 

Walls herself off from me, doesn't hear, doesn't 
react. 

62. ' Relaxes, enjoys, really lets go with me. Feels 
wonderful about being with me. 

63. • • • • Believing it's for my own good, she tells me 
exactly what to do, be, think. 

64. • • • • Buries her rage and resentment and scurries to 
appease me to avoid my disapproval. 

65. Approaches me with unwarranted, even crazy ideas 
about me, and doesn't notice how or if I respond. 

66. _____ Goes her own separate way. 
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67. Looks after my intrests, takes steps to protect 
me, actively backs me up. 

68. Freely and openly discloses her innermost self 
so I can truly know "who she is." 

69. Is joyful and exuberant and expects to have 
wonderful fun with me. 

70. Just when she is needed most, she abandons me, 
leaves me "in the lurch." 

71. Neglects me, my interests, needs. 
72. Leaves me free to do and be whatever I want. 

For questions 73-144, change from rating her to rating 

yourself in this relationship. Continue using the same 

scale at the top of the first page. 

73. I constructively, sensibly, persuasively analyze 
situations involving her. 

74. _____ I have my own separate identity, internal standards, 
75. ' I insist she follow my norms and rules so that she 

does things "properly." 
76. I put her down, tell her she does things all 

wrong, tell her my ways are superior. 
77. I learn from her, take advice from her. 
78. ' I just do things her way without much feeling 

of my own; I am apathetic. 

79. I angrily leave her out, absolutely refuse to 
have anything to do with her. 

80. ' I warmly, comfortably accept help, caregiving 
when she offers it. 

81. ' I do my own thing by doing the exact opposite of 
what she wants. 

_____ 1 a m straightforward. I clearly express my 
positions so she can give them due consideration. 

83. _____ I enthusiastically show, share myself or "thing" 
with her. 

84. I torture, murder, annihilate her no matter what 
she does just because she is who she is. 

85. I do strange, irrelevant, unrelated things with 
what she says or does; I go on my "own trip." 

8®* 1 ecstatically, joyfully, exuberantly, lovingly 
respond to her sexually. 

87. I warmly, cheerfully invite her to be in touch 
with me as often as she wants. 

88. I warmly, happily keep in contact with her. 
89. I freely come and go as I please. 
90. 1 ~ ' Out of great love for her, I tenderly, lovingly 

touch her sexually if she seems receptive. 
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91. I stimulate and teach her, show her how to 
understand, do. 

92. I accuse and blame her; try to get her to admit 
she is wrong. 

93. I enthusiastically, very lovingly show her how 
glad I am to see her just as she is. 

94. I look to her, depend on her to take care of 
everything for me. 

95. I harshly punish her, take revenge, make her suffer 
greatly. 

96. I understand her well, show empathy and warmth 
even if she doesn't see things as I do. 

97. I am trusting. I ask for what I want and count 
on her to be kind and considerate. 

98. I willingly accept, yield to her reasonable 
suggestions, ideas. 

99. I scream, agonize, protest desperately that she 
is destroying, killing me. 

100. I gently stroke her verbally and/or physically; 
I lovingly give her pleasure with "no strings 
attached." 

101. I intrude, block, restrict her. 
102. Even though very suspicious and distrustful of 

her, I go along with her arguments, ideas. 

103. _____ I obey her preferred rules, standards, routines. 
104. _____ I rip her off, gouge her, grab all I can from her. 
105. ______ Pleasing her is so important that I check with her 

on every little thing. 
106. I am obviously terrified, very fearful of her; 

I am extremely wary. 
107. I mislead, deceive, delude and divert her. 
108. ' ' ' In a very grouchy, surly manner, I go along with 

her needs and wants. 

109. ______ I provide for, nurture, take care of her. 
110. _____ I let her speak freely and can be trusted to 

negotiate fairly even if we disagree. 
111. _____ I ignore her, just don't notice her at all. 
112. ' I uncaringly let her go, do what she wants. 
113. _____ I snarl angrily, hatefully refuse her caregiving, 

her offers to assist. 
114. ' Filled with rage and/or fear, I do what I can to 

escape, flee, or hide from him. 

115. Believing it's for her own good, I check on her 
and remind her of what she should do. 

116. I give her my "blessing" and leave her free to 
develop her own separate identity. 

117. I forget her, just don't remember our agreements, 
plans. 
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118. I give in and do things the way she wants, but 
sulk quietly with resentment and anger. 

119. I yield, submit, give in to her. 
120.' ' I approach her very menacingly; I hurt her very 

badly if I get a chance. 

121. I manage, control her, take charge of everything. 
122. I leave her to do things on her own because I 

believe she is competent. 
123. _____ I express my thoughts in a clear and friendly 

manner so she has every opportunity to under-
stand me well. 

124. I feel, think, become what I think she wants. 
125. ______ I leave her to starve, to get what she vitally 

needs all on her own. 
12®- I actively listen, accept and affirm her as a 

person even if our views disagree. 

127. _______ I angrily detach from her, don't ask for anything; 
I weep alone about her. 

12 8. I pay close attention in order to anticipate all 
her needs; I take care of absolutely everything 
for her. 

129. _____ I whine, protest, try to explain, justify, account 
for myself. 

130. I assert, hold my own without needing external 
support. 

131• 1 avoid her by being busy and alone with my "own 
thing." 

132. I warmly show how much I like and appreciate 
her just exactly as she is. 

133. ' I wall myself off from her, don't hear, don't 
react. 

134. _____ I relax, enjoy, really let go with her. I 
feel wonderful about being with her. 

135. _____ Believing it's for her own good, I tell her 
exactly what to do, be, think. 

136. ______ 1 bury my rage and resentment and scurry to 
appease her-to avoid her disapproval. 

137. • I approach her with unwarranted, even crazy ideas 
about her; I don't notice how or if she responds. 

138. _____ I go my own separate way. 

139- _ _ _ 1 look after her interests, take steps to protect 
her, actively back her up. 

140. _____ I freely and openly disclose my innermost self 
so she truly can know "who I am." 

141.' _____ 1 a™ joyful and exuberant and expect to have 
wonderful fun with her. 

142. _____ Just when I am needed most, I abandon her, leave 
her "in the lurch." 
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143. I neglect her, her interests, needs. 
144* ______ * l e a v e here free to do and be whatever she 

wants. 
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Appendix E 

Structure of the SASB 

Structural Analysis 

The model (see Figure 1) is structurally defined in terms 

of three diamonds (also referred to as surfaces, circles, or 

planes), and each diamond has axes, quadrants, points, tracks, 

and corresponding code numbers. 

Diamonds. The three diamonds represent three dimensions 

of social behavior. 

1. The Other surface, located at the top, focuses on 

the behaviors of the other person. Items which are rated on 

this plane are operationally defined (Benjamin, in prepara-

tion) as "doing something to, for, or about others" and define 

transitive action, i.e., action which requires a direct 

object or another person for completion. An example would 

be the item "he or she criticizes others." 

2. The second diamond is the Self surface, operationally 

defined as "focus on what the self is doing or on what is 

being done to, for, or about the self." This represents 

intransitive action and describes a state of being. An 

example would be the item "she is afraid of criticism." 

These top two surfaces are descriptions of interpersonal 

interactions and complementary behaviors. 

3. The third surface, located at the bottom of the 

figure, is the Iritroject surface, defined as "those 
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intrapsychic behaviors resulting when focus on other is 

turned inward on the self," i.e., as introjection. 

Axes. Each of the three planes is structured on two 

axes. The vertical axis is an interdependence axis with 

maximum dependence at the bottom of each diamond and maximum 

independence, or autonomy, at the top. The horizontal axis 

is an affiliation axis with maximal love of self or others 

on the right pole and maximal hate of self or others on the 

left. 

By separating these two affiliation and autonomy 

polarities on the two interpersonal diamonds, Benjamin has 

defined the opposite of autonomy to be either dominance 

(Other surface, bottom of pole) or submission (Self surface, 

bottom of pole). This is an important departure from Leary 

(1957) whose Interpersonal Circle plots dominance-submission 

as opposites and, Benjamin proposes (Benjamin, in press), has 

the advantage of charting a whole range of behaviors not 

capable of being mapped into the Leary circle. 

Quadrants. On each diamond, the axes divide the diamond 

into four quadrants. Each quadrant defines categories of 

behavior. For example, the top half of each surface represents 

the behaviors not saturated with control, either domonance 

or submission, and the right half represents behaviors not 

saturated with attack, either passive or aggressive. These 

form the "Cluster" version of the model, which is also used 

in clinical interpretation. Quadrants are numbered according 

to the Cartesian system and have short-hand names. 
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Points and tracks. Quadrants are subdivided in 10-degree 

angles (see Figure 1). These 10-degree points are mathe-

matically defined proportions of the behavior described within 

the quadrant, so that as one moves clockwise, the subjective 

quality of the points, or items, change in the direction of 

the pole being approached. Each point correspondes to an 

item in the questionnaire which is quantitatively rated by 

the subject or client; hence values of the points are 

determined by the rater himself or herself. "One can proceed 

stepwise around the entire diamond and find each point 

similar to the preceeding one, yet always changing slightly 

in the direction of the pole being approached" (Benjamin, 

1979, p. 7). On the opposite side, 180 degrees from any 

point an opposite behavior is located, with each surface 

describing 18 pairs of opposites. 

Tracks, or topics, are sets of points on a quadrant, 

and their conceptual nature adds a connotative level of 

taxonomy to the denotative-item level represented by the 

points. The nine tracks include the following: 

Track 0 

Track 1 

Track 2 

Track 3 

Track 4 

Track 5 

Primitive basics (the axes) 

Approach-Avoidance 

Need fulfillment 

Attachment 

Logic, communication 

Attention to self-development 

Track 6: Balance in relationship 
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Track 7: Intimacy-Distance 

Track 8: Identity 

These tracks are the same on each of the three planes and can 

be identified by the third digit code number. All points 

with the same third digit in the code number belong to the 

same track. For example, all points on all three diamonds 

with a third digit of "4" refer to Communication. 

Code numbers. The first digit (see Figure 1) identifies 

the plane: 100 for Other, 200 for Self, and 300 for Intro-

ject. The second digit identifies the quadrant, and the 

third digit identifies the track. 

Use of the SASB 

Diagnostic, clinical, and research utility of the model 

is afforded by the empirical analysis of the principles of 

(a) opposites, (b) complements, (c) antitheses, and (c) intro-

jects among the summed 108 points of the three diamonds. 

Opposites. Opposite behaviors are defined at 180-degree 

angles. For example, the opposite of 115, Friendly, listen, 

is located diagonally at track point 135, Accuse, blame. 

Complementary. Complementary behaviors, defined as 

those behaviors which tend to draw each other, can be used 

to demonstrate what interpersonal behaviors can be expected 

to accompany what other interpersonal behaviors and are 

located on the model as pairs of points at the same topological 

location of Other and Self surfaces. Thus, the complement 

of 115, Friendly, listen, is 215, Openly Disclose, reveal. 
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Antithesis. Antithesis or antidotes can be used as 

prescriptions to replace unwanted behaviors. They are defined 

on the model as the opposite of the complement. Thus a child 

engaging in in 233, Whine, defend, justify, could be treated 

by both therapist and parents with the opposite of 133, which 

is 113, Confirm as OK, as is. The model is reported to link 

diagnosis to treatment in ways not specified in the DSM 

system. 

Introjects. Finally, the introject surface characterizes 

ways in which interpersonal experiences affect one's treat-

ment of oneself and is defined as "the result of turning 

focus on Others inward on the self" (Benjamin, in press). 

When a child is repeatedly subjected to hostile power, for 

example, 133, Punish, take revenge, and the child turns the 

experience inward, he or she begins to 333, self-punish. 

Again, the therapy indicated to provide a new and healthier 

introject will include the encouragement of (Quadrant I) 

friendly autonomy. 

Measures 

Interpersonal events can be classified by self-report 

or by raters. A coding manual for behavioral ratings 

is available from Intrex Interpersonal Institute, Inc. 

(address: 2581 University Avenue; Madison, Wisconsin, 53705). 

Self-ratings are assessed with questionnaires, the 

items of which correspond to the chart points in all three 

planes of the model. The subject rates the applicability of 
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each item on a 10-point scale from 0 to 100. Anchor points 

are: 0 = never, not at all; 50 = sometimes, moderately; and 

100 = always, perfectly. 

Benjamin's standard Interpersonal History includes a 

series of nine questionnaires usually administered at the 

beginning of psychotherapy and includes ratings of self 

(Series C); a significant other, such as a spouse or child 

(Series A); the self in relation to that significant other 

(Series B); mother as remembered from childhood (Series A); 

self in relation to mother then (Series B); father as 

remembered in childhood (Series A); self in relation to 

father then (Series B); mother in relation to father 

(Series D); and father in relation to mother (Series D). 

The assessment may be varied as necessary; for instance, if 

a child is the presenting patient, then Series A and B should 

be applied to that child as seen by each of the parents. 

The assessment can apply to marital dyads or to an entire 

family. Complementary assessment for any selected dyad 

requires that Series A and B be given together. Benjamin 

also formulated a questionnaire (Series D) for utilizing 

third-party ratings of the subject. 

Statistical Analysis 

Six scores or coefficients are currently available for 

the SASB. They include Quadrant Scores, Cluster Scores, 

Weighted Affiliation and Autonomy Coefficients, Coefficints 

of Internal Consistency, Coefficients of Contradiction, and 

90-Degree Coefficients. 
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Quandrant scores. Quadrant scores include the raw score 

assigned by each subject to each item. The computer 

unscrambles the random order of items presented on the 

questionnaires and prints out all scores assigned by the 

subject to each item at appropriate points on the model. 

These scores appear on a diamond-shaped print out and are 

easily readable by an examiner. 

In addition, the program determines the median rating 

for each diamond, prints it, then prints out phrases on the 

diamond for each above-median item at the appropriate point 

on the model. A glance at the diamond, or map, indicates to 

the clinician the degree of endorsement on the affiliative 

(right) or disaffiliative (left) side of the model, as well 

as the degree of autonomy (top) or dominance-submission 

(bottom). Benjamin reports that normal subjects show more 

above-median endorsement of the affiliative, right-hand 

side of the map than do psychiatric subjects, who show more 

disaffiliative endorsements. Clinical interpretations are 

made by noting both the presence and absence of clusters of 

above-median items endorsement and, also, of the quadrant 

in which they occur. 

Qualitative analysis of subjects' or patients' inter-

actions with a significant other include Similarity and 

Complementarity. To obtain descriptions of a given rela-

tionship, Forms A and B must be administered toegther. 

When these forms are applied by the subject to the same 
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other person, the output yields an analysis of the rater's 

view of (1) each focusing on the Other and (2) each focusing 

on the Self. Complementarity is then indicated by comparing 

(A) focus on other with (B) focus on self and the reverse of 

(B) focus on self with (A) focus on other. For example, 

complementarity would be demonstrated if a mother has above-

median items on the hostile side of the power pole and a 

daughter has above-median items on the hostile side of the 

submission pole. 

Similarity is established by comparing the same sur-

faces (Self and Self) on A and the same surfaces (Other and 

Other) on B. For example, if both a mother and a daughter 

give above-median endorsement to the item "refuse assistance, 

care," then similarity or a type of identification is suggested. 

The SASB measures the perceptions of the rater rather 

than an objective reality. Benjamin's (1974) rationale for 

doing so is consistent with dynamic theory in general, that 

it is the perception and memory of past events which effects 

the self and current relations with significant others. As 

therapy progresses, perceptions of reality change, and the 

SASB can measure those changes. 

Cluster scores. Cluster scores consist of the average 

endorsement for clusters of items. The clusters are derived 

by dividing each surface of the model into octants. Benjamin 

(in press) reports that the cluster version is the basis of 

current major clinical applications of the SASB model. This 
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version on a complexity continuum lies between the full 

model and the quadrants. 

Weighted affiliation and autonomy coefficients. After 

the subject rates each item on the SASB questionnaire 

(0 to 100) , the rating is multiplied by an assigned constant 

affiliation weight. This determines a horizontal pole 

affiliation score for each item. (Note: The closer to the 

right-side affiliation pole, the higher and more positive 

the weight; the closer to the left-side disaffiliation pole, 

the higher and more negative the weight). The weighted 

Affiliation Score is a sum of 36 products (rating X affilia-

tion weight) . The Weighted Autonomy Score follows the 

same rationale, only it represents the vertical pole, with 

maximal positive weight at the Autonomy pole and maximal 

negative weight at the Dominance-Submission pole. Weighted 

scores for the horizontal pole (x) and weighted scores for 

the vertical pole (y) identify a single vector (x,y) on the 

map, which is determined by the degree of endorsement by the 

rater. These weighted Autonomy and Affiliation scores 

represent a summary statement and are used to interpret the 

basic orientation of the above-median items. 

Coefficient of internal consistency. This coefficient 

is a value which describes the degree of correspondence, 

i.e., the product-moment r, between a theoretical curve and 

the subject's actual autocorrelation curve (computation of 

the autocorrelation curve is explained below). Curves for 
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normal samples obtained in the 1980 validation studies 

(Benjamin, in press) are shown to average .92. The inter-

pretation of this coefficient is that (1) the model is 

empirically valid and (2) that if this range of coefficient 

is obtained on a subject, the behavior being described is 

both stable and predictable. If not obtained, the behavior 

represented is chaotic, unstable, and unpredictable. Nega-

tive internal coefficients occur when opposites are being 

measured. These negatives are believed to represent double-

binding if occurring on the Other diamond and ambivalence 

when occurring on the Self diamond. 

The autocorrelation curve is created in the following 

manner. Each item score is correlated with the item score 

for the point on the diamond one step away (lag 1). Pairings 

for adjacent items continue all the way around the model. 

High and positive correlations indicate theoretically 

similar items receive similar degrees of endorsement by a 

given individual. The second lag correlates data points 

for those points which are two steps apart, and the third 

lag for points three steps apart, and so on, until lags 17 

and 19, which pair behaviors at nearly opposite points (lags 

9, 19, and 36 are invalid because they are redundant) to a 

total of 35 lags. 

As correlations proceed around the model, they are 

expected to decrease as points located further apart are 

correlated. At 90-degree angles, the r's should be near 0, 
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and then move into the negative range as they become theo-

retically opposite. Benjamin (in press) reports that this 

pattern has been demonstrated in the overwhelming majority 

of normal subjects. 

This autocorrelation curve, when correlated to the 

perfect internal consistency of a normal z curve, provides 

an estimated product-moment r between a subject's actual 

autocorrelation function and the theoretical curve (17 lags). 

This r 

can be regarded as a coefficient of internal consis-

tency since it reflects the degree to which raters give 

similar ratings to items sampling points hypothesized 

to be adjacent; the degree to which they give opposite 

ratings to items sampling points hypothesized to be 

opposite; and the degree to which they showed no 

relation among items hypothesized to sample orthogonal 

points. (Benjamin, 1974, p. 403) 

Coefficient of contradiction. This 180-degree coef-

ficient measure represents the degree to which subjects 

endorse items which have opposite meanings. Statistically, 

it represents the tendency to give similar scores to similar 

items, combined with a tendency to give similar scores to 

opposite items. Benjamin (in press) describes the computa-

tion to include: 

subtracting the inverted normal curve from itself 

displaced 180-degrees and reversing the sign at the 
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point the curves cross. In other words, the 180-degree 

coefficient curve represents the tendency to endorse 

opposites combined algebraically with the tendency 

to endorse items which theoretically are similar; the 

sign reverses at the point these two competing tendencies 

meet. The 180-degree coefficient itself is the 

product-moment r between this (theoretically established) 

reference curve and the observed autocorrelation 

function for a given rating. Individual analyses 

show that when the correlation between a given subject's 

autocorrelation curve and the 180-degree coefficient 

curve exceed the arbitrary cut-off value of .75, 

subjects will accept the interpretation that the 

behavioral domain described involved much contradiction 

and opposition. (p. 16) 

The 90-degree coefficient. Theoretically, this coef-

ficient represents the tendency to endorse similar items, 

combined with a tendency to endorse items located at 90-degree 

angles. This is computed by first displacing the 180-degree 

curve by 90 degrees, and secondly, by subtracting the 

180-degree curve from the standard curve and reversing the 

sign at the cross-overs. Interpretation of this tendency 

is not documented at this time but is hypothesized (Benjamin, 

in press) to represent a tendency to corner or throw others 

off balance. This endorsement rarely occurs in normal 

subjects. 
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Appendix F 

Table 1 

Critical Items as Selected by Raters 

Benjamin Questionnaire Item Numbers 
Self Other 

Symbiosis Substage 

29 101 

33 105 

49 121 

52 124 

63 135 

Differentiation Substage 

2 74 

17 89 

66 138 

72 144 

Practicing Substage 

7 79 

12 84 

27 99 

41 113 

42 114 

48 120 

53 125 
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Table 1—(Continued) 

Benjamin Questionnaire Item Numbers 
Self Other 

Rapp.r o.achme.nt Sub stage 

24 96 

38 110 

51 123 

54 126 

60 132 
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Appendix L 

Table 7 

Simple Effects Analysis: Pairwise Comparisons Analysisaof 
Psychiatric Type Differences at Each Mahler Subphase 

Normals Outpatients Inpatients 

Symbiosis 

Normals 
Males 
Females 

21. 6L "3 1 K * * JX.D b 

Outpatients 
Males 
Females 

21.61, 18.89** 

Inpatients 
Males 
Females 

31 5 ** jx.D b 18.89** 

Mean 
Males 
Females 

11.83, 24.44, 43.33, 

Differentiation 

Normals 
Males 
Females 94 

b 

33.6 ** 

Outpatients 
Males 
Females .94 

b 

34.54** 

Inpatients 
Males 
Females 

b 

33.6 ** 

b 

34.54** 

Mean 
Males 
Females 40.10 39.16 73.70 
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Table 7—(Continued) 

Normals Outpatients Inpatients 

Practicing. 

Normals 
Males 
Females 

Outpatients 
Males 
Females 

Inpatients 
Males 
Females 

Mean 
Males 
Females 

18.78** 
16.61** 

28.14** 
24.73** 

2.36 
2.57 

18.78** 
16.61** 

9.36 
8.12 

21.14 
19.18 

28.14** 
24.73** 

9.36 
8.12 

30.50 
27.30 

Rapproachment 

Normals 
Males 
Females 

Outpatients 
Males 
Females 

Inpatients 
Males 
Females 

Mean 
Males 
Females 

-30.18** 
•32.36** 

-19.11*'* 
-25.14** 

80.74 
82.50 

30.18** 
-32.36** 

11.07 
7.22 

50.56 
50.14 

-19.11** 
-25.14** 

11.07 
7.22 

61.63 
57.36 

Note. Newman-Keuls analysis was not appropriate for 

this part of the repeated measures analysis (Winer, 1971), 

and the critical mean differences were obtained using the 

composite-means within cell and its associated degrees of 

freedom value. **£ < .01; *£ < .05. 
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120 Endors# f r w d o m 

INTERPERSONAL 

OTHER 

Uncartngly Mil 90 128 
Forget 127 

Ignore. pretend not there 126 
Neglect interests. needs 12$ 

IK091U) initiation 124 
Abandon, leave in lurch 123 

S u m , cut out 122 
Angry dismiss. refect 121 

Annihilating attack 130 
r 

Approach menacingly 131 
flip off. drain 132 

Punttfi, take revenge 133 
Delude, divert, mi$J«»d 134 

Accuse, blame 135 
Put down, act superior 130 

Intrude, block, restrict 137 
Enforce conformity 133 

113 Encourage separate identity 
117 You can do it fine 

t 18 Carefully, fairly consider 
115 Friendly listen 

114 Show empathic undemanding 
113 Confirm as OK at «s 

112 Stroke, soothe, calm 
111 Warmly welcome 

— 110 Tender saxuality 
]4f Friendly invite 

142 Provide for, nurture 
143 Protect, back up 

144 Sensible analysis 
145 Constructive stimulate 

146 Pamper, overindulge 
_ 147 Benevolent monitor, remind 

148 Specify what's best 

Manage, control 140 

220 Fraafy coma and go 

SELF 

Go own separate way 223 
Defy, do opposite 227 

Busy with own thing 228 
Wall off, nondisdose 225 

Nohcomingent reaction 224 
Oetach, weep alone 223 

Refuse assistance, care 222 
Piee, escape, withdraw 221 
Dasparata promt 230 

Wary, fearful 231 
Sacrifice greatly 232 

Whin*, defend, justify 233 
Uncomprehending agree 234 

Appease, scurry 238 
Sulk, act put upon 238 
Apathetic compliance 237 

follow rules, proper 238 

218 Own identity, standards 
217 Assert on own 

218 "Put card» on the table" 
215 Openly disclose, reveal 

214 Qearty express 
213 Enthusiastic showing 

212 Relax, flow, enjoy 
211 Joyful approach 
210 Ecstatic response 

241 Follow, maintain contact 
242 Accept caretaking 

243 Ask, trust* count on 
2^4 Accept reason 

245 Take in, learn from 
248 Ding, depend 

247 Defer, over con form 
248 Submerge into role 

Yiafd, submit, giva in 240 

INTRAPSYCHIC 
320 Happy-go-lucky 

Introject of 
OTHER 
to SELF 

Drift with the moment 328 
Neglect options 327 

Fantasy, drtam 328 
Neglect own potential 325 

Undefined, unknown self 324 
Reckiess 323 *—L 

ignore own basic needs 322 
ft eiect. dismiss self 321 

Tortura, annihilate self 330 
Menace to self 331 

Oram, overburden self 332 ̂  
Vengeful self punish 333 

Otceive, divert self 3341 

Guilt, blame, bad self 335 
Doubt, put self down 338 
Restrain, hold back self 337 ~ 

Porce propriety 338 

318 l e t nature unfold 
317 Let self do it, confident 

318 Balanced self acceptance 
315 Explore, listen to inner self 

314 integrated, solid con 
313 Pleased with self 

312 Stroke, soothe self 
311 Entertain, entoy self 

310 Lova, cherish sail 
341 Seek best for self 

342 Nurture, restore self 
343 Protect self 

344 Examine, anelyxa ~«if 
345 Practice, become accomplished 

348 Self pamper, indulge 
347 Benevolent eye on self 

348 Force ideal identity 

Control , mansge self 340 

Figure 1. Structural Analysis of Social Behavior (SASB) 
(Benjamin, 1979) {Reprinted by permission of the 
author.) 
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SASB MAHLER 5UBPHASES 

Interpersonal 

Endorse Freedom Differentiation 

/ I I I \ 
Annihilating I ^Tender 

Attack 1 OTHER 1sexuality 

Object 
/ I I I Y^onstancy 

Practicing I OTHER |Rapproachment 

V III IV J \ III IV J 
Control Symbiosis 

Freely Come and Go Differentiation 

f 11 I \ 

Desperate ( \ Ecstatic 
Protest I 1 Response 

A h i iv J 

/ Object 
/ I I I ^Constancy 

Practicing f SELF J Rapproachment 

V III IV J 

Submit Symbiosis 

Happy-go-lucky Differentiation 

Torture, / 1 1 1 \ Love, 
Annihilate/ \Cherish 

Self \ J Self 

/ I I l \ Object 
/ Constancy 

Practicing f J Rapproachment 

\ III IV J V III IV J 
I I I . . . W 1 

Control Self Symbiosis 

Introject Introject 

Figure 2. The theoretical and empirical relationship of the 
SASB and the four Mahler substages of separation-
individuation (predicted). 
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Symbiosis Differentiation Practicing Rapproachment 

Figure 4. Group means at Mahler's substages of separation-
individuation for males. **£ < .01. 
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Symbiosis Differentiation Practicing Rapproachment 

Figure 5. Group means at Mahler's substages of separation-
individuation for females. *£ < .05; **p < .01. 
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